
Welcome to The Diamond Club
Perth's Trusted Diamond Jewellery Store

With a commitment to awe-inspiring diamond jewellery, The Diamond Club delivers the
highest quality new certified conflict free diamonds, stunning engagement rings and a
variety of custom made jewellery pieces at the lowest prices in Perth. Our jewellers are
dedicated to providing the Perth community with access to a no-pressure environment that
focuses on the individual needs of our customers. Moreover, our shop is passionate about
the industry and take our motivation from crafting fine jewellery that grasps attention and
creates an impression.

Why Choose The Diamond Club Jewellers

Our store strives to deliver the highest quality certified diamonds, implemented into our
exceptionally designed engagement rings and other jewellery concepts. Available at the
absolute lowest prices accessible to Perth, our business maintains a comfortable space
where customers can experience education on our unique craftsmanship, and discuss their
ideas for an original masterpiece that they can cherish.

The Diamond Club was founded in 1983 by Pierre and is still a family-owned business. Our
shops are now located in Perth, WA, Australia and in Pretoria, South Africa. Keep in mind,
when you contact our friendly jewellers, you will almost always be able speaking with Pierre
himself.

Located in the Perth suburb of Joondalup, Western Australia, The Diamond Club is one of
the leading and most respected jewellery stores Perth. We are dedicated to delivering high
quality Certified Diamonds at the very best prices.

Our History

Founded in 1983 by Pierre Joubert, The Diamond Club is a family owned and operated
business, which has gained an enviable reputation over the years for delivering diamonds of
an exceptional standard, and outstanding customer service.

As an international diamond brokerage, we have extensive affiliations with diamond mines
and cutters in all the world’s major diamond producing countries. And, because we buy our
diamonds direct, we can offer them at significantly reduced prices to our clients.

When you deal with The Diamond Club, you are not only dealing with a diamond importer –
but a valuator and manufacturer as well. We have a full-time valuator on staff, and can
custom design and manufacture all types of gold and platinum jewellery – from the simple
and traditional, to the unique.
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